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/\Dstrtrc~: We give two intrinsic integral inequalities for compact maximal spacelike hypersurfaceb in the 
indefinite space form and a sufficient and necessary condition for such hypersurfaces to be totally geodesic. 
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1. Introduction 
Let ,;‘+I (c) be an (n + I)-dimensional connected semi-Riemannian manifold of constant 
curvature c’ whose index is 1. It is called an ind$nite spnce,fbrm qf' index 1. Let M” be an 
n-dimensional Riemannian manifold immersed in IV;‘+’ (c). As the semi-Riemannian metric of 
IV ;‘” (c) induces the Riemannian metric of M”. M” is called a spacelike hypersurface. A space- 
like hypersurface with vanishing mean curvature is called a maximnl spacelike h?Pet-.st4ttirt.P. 
Kobayashi [7] gave the Weierstrass-Enneper epresentation formulas for maximal spacelike 
surfaces in 3-dimensional Minkowski space and exhibited various examples. In particular, he 
determined the maximal spacelike surfaces which are rotation surfaces or ruled surfaces. Mon- 
tlcl [ 8 I gave an integral inequality for compact spacelike hypersurfaces in the de Sitter space and 
b!, use of this integral inequality, he studied the constant mean curvature spacelike hypersurfaces 
There are other literature studied spacelike hypersurfaces [ I. 3.4.6.91. 
In this paper, we consider compact maximal spacelike hypersurfaces in the indefinite \pacc 
form of index 1 and obtain two intrinsic integral inequalities for such hypersurfaces. We also 
give a sufficient and necessary condition for such hypersurfaces to be totally geodesic. We will 
prove the following: 
Theorem 1. Ler M” hr an n-dimensional compact mnximnl spacelike hyersurfucr in M” ’ ’ CC. 1. 
Theorem 2. Let M” he an n-dimensional compact maximctl .spncelike hyperswfrrce itt IV”+’ CC,). 
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Theorem 3. Let Mn be an n-dimensional compact maximal spacelike hypersurface in &In+’ (c), 
then M” is totally geodesic if and only if 
I m z Riijk + (n - 2)cS - n(n - l)c* * 1 = 0. M” 1 
In the above theorem, c Rzzijk is the square length of the Riemannian curvature tensor, c RzI j 
the square length of the Ricci curvature tensor, S the square length of the second fundamental 
form, R the scalar curvature. All these are intrinsic properties of M”. We shall make use of the 
following convention on the ranges of indices: 
l<A,B,C,...<n+l; 1 < i, j, k, . . . < n, 
and we shall agree that repeated indices are summed over the respective ranges. 
2. Local formulas 
We choose a local field of semi-Riemannian orthonormal frames et, . . . , e, , en+1 in Mnf ’ (c) 
such that, restricted to M”, er, . . . , e, are tangent to M”. Let WI, . . . , w,+1 be its dual frame 
field such that the semi-Riemannian metric of Mn+’ (c) is given by ds2 = C(oi)* - (o,+l)* = 
c &A (@A)~, where Ei = 1 and E~+I = - 1. Then the structure quations of Mnf’ (c) are given by 
dW,q=-x &BWAB A @B, @AB + @BA = 0, (2.1) 
dUAB = - c &C@AC A UCB + $ c KABCDWC A wD> (2.2) 
KABCD = CEAEB(aAC8BD - SADdBC). (2.3) 
We restrict these forms to M”, then 
%+I = 0, (2.4) 
and the Riemannian metric of M” is written as ds* = C(wi)*. Since 0 = dw,+l = - C W,+l,i A 
wi, by Cartan’s lemma we may write 
&+l,i = c hijaj, 
hij = hji. (2.5) 
From these formulas, we obtain the structure equations of M”: 
doi = - C wij A wj, wij + wji = 0, (2.6) 
dmij = - C Wik A wkj + i C RijklWk A 01, 
Ri,jk/ = C(Jikaj/ - Jilajk) - (hikhj/ - hilhjk), 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
where Rijk/ are the components of the curvature tensor of M”. 
We call h = C hijoi @I Wj the second fundamental form of M”. The square length of h is 
defined by 
S = x(hij)*. (2.9) 
The mean curvature H of M” is defined by 
H = L cil;,. (2.10) 
/I 
If W” is maximal. then 
c I?;, = 0. (2.1 I) 
Let h,,a and hi,n, denote the covariant derivative and the second covariant derivative 01’ Ir,, 
respectively. deiined by 
Chi,,hwk =dh,; - C h,kwhj - C h;k~h;. 
1 h;;m = dh;;,, - c hi;,w,x - c hilkq; - c hijhq,. 
(2.13, 
(2.13, 
then we have 
h;;l;, - /?,,,A = c hV,R~,jh/ + c h,,,,, Ruiki. (2.15) 
The Laplacian Ah,, of h;; is defined to be C h;,kk and from (2.1 1). (2.14) and (2.15) we have 
3. Proofs of the theorems 
Proof of the Theorem 1. From (2.8), (2.11) and (2.16). 
C /Iii a hij = C hijh,nkR,rzijk + C h;,;h;,,, Rnrkjk 
=- 
‘>: z (hijh,,,k - I~n~jh;k)R,,lijX + C(h,,;il,,,, - h,,Iz,;,,OR,,,, 
=- 
‘>:[ z C(6;jsrnk - 6m,aik) - R,m,k] Rm,,k 
+ C [c(J;,jS;nt - a;, JJvr) + Ri,;~t,r] Rmj 
I =- 2 c $fiijk + c R,;,j - ncR. 
Since .i,,, { 1 hij A h,, } * 1 < 0 (151). we have 
~~~,I!CR:;jk+CR~~j-‘~RJ*‘~O. 
Theorem 1 is proved. 0 
In order to prove the Theorem 2, we need the following: 
(3.1) 
(3.3) 
Lemma. Let (11, . . , a,, he real numbers. then 
C(4)’ 3 t (Cai)2, 
mtl the cquali~ holds if and only if al = . . . = a,,. 
(3.3) 
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In fact, 
then the Lemma follows immediately from (3.4). •1 
(3.4) 
Proof of the Theorem 2. From (2.8), 
Rmj =(n-l)C~mj+~himhj,j, (3.5) 
R=rl(Fz-l1)C+S. (3.6) 
Diagonalize the second fundamental form so that hij = hisij, then from (3.3) we have 
R,j = (n - 1) CSmj + A+?s,i) (3.7) 
x Rij = PZ(~T - l)*c* + 2(n - 1) CS + x A’: 
3 n(n - l)*c* + 2(n - 1) CS + i (c h;)2 (3.8) 
= n(n - 1)V + 2(n - 1) CS + 52, 
n 
therefore from (3.2), 
1 s(c 2 R;,ijk + IS2 + (n - 2)~s - n(n - l)c2 *l GO. Ma n 
Theorem 2 is proved. il 
Proof of the Theorem 3. From (3.9), 




If Mn is totally geodesic, i.e., S = 0, kjj = 0, then from (2.Q 
&ijk = c(&h/&k - &zkJ;j), E Riija = 2n(n - l)c’, (3.11) 
in this case, (3.10) becomes an equality. 
Inversely, if (3.10) becomes an equality, then S = 0, M’” is totally geodesic. 0 
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